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WAVELET-BASED INTERFERENCE 
FILTERING FOR SPREAD-SPECTRUM 

SIGNAL 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates generally to the filtering of inter 
ference from a spread-spectrum Signal, and more particu 
larly to a wavelet-based method of filtering interference 
from low-power Spread-spectrum Signals. Such as those 
output from GPS or GLONASS satellites. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The Global Positioning System (GPS) constellation of 
satellites transmits a 10-Watt signal from space. The power 
level of the signal on earth is -166 dBW or about 20 dB 
below the radio frequency (RF) L-band noise floor of a 
typical earth environment. Since the GPS Signals are spread 
spectrum modulated, the process gain of 43 dB (for L2 band) 
is Sufficient to recapture the low-power Signal. However, 
GPS bands are subject to interference from cell phones, 
television broadcast harmonics as well as the intentional 
jamming thereof. Because of the widespread adoption of 
GPS for military and commercial navigation, inadvertent 
interference as well as jamming from hostile parties repre 
Sents a potentially Serious problem. 

Several antenna concepts have been developed to mitigate 
interference for GPS receivers. For example, controlled 
radiation pattern antennas (CRPA) are currently being con 
sidered in Several weapons Systems as an anti-jam element. 
The CRPA operates using Spatial filtering techniques. More 
Specifically, assuming a stable platform and constant 
radiation, a CRPA drives an antenna null in a direction of 
received interference. However, drawbacks associated with 
CRPA's include it's cost, variable convergence delay, aero 
dynamic penalty, radar cross-section and performance lim 
its. 

AS an alternative to antenna-based anti-jam Systems and 
methods, classical digital signal processing (DSP) can be 
used to discriminate Signals in the electromagnetic spectral 
frequency. Classical DSP (e.g., uniform Scale Fourier 
Transform) is best applied to stationary signals or those 
Signals having constant Statistical properties. However, if the 
interference is dynamic (i.e., non-stationary), neither clas 
sical DSP techniques nor CRPA's perform well. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to 
provide a method of filtering interference from a spread 
Spectrum signal. 

Another object of the present invention is to provide a 
method of filtering interference from low-power spread 
Spectrum Signals occurring below the receiving environ 
ment's noise floor. 

Still another object of the present invention is to provide 
a method of filtering dynamic types of interference from 
GPS signals. 

Yet another object of the present invention is to provide a 
method of filtering interference from GPS signals utilizing 
existing GPS receiver hardware and systems. 

Other objects and advantages of the present invention will 
become more obvious hereinafter in the Specification and 
drawings. 

In accordance with the present invention, a method is 
provided for filtering out interference from a spread 
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2 
Spectrum Signal Such as GPS Signals. A wavelet packet 
decomposition Scheme is applied to a spread-spectrum Sig 
nal having a known noise floor to generate a first plurality of 
coefficient Sets. Each coefficient Set corresponds to a unique 
wavelet decomposition level. An entropy measurement is 
determined for each wavelet decomposition level using a 
corresponding one of the first plurality of coefficient Sets. 
Portions of the Spread-spectrum signal occurring above the 
noise floor for the wavelet decomposition level having the 
lowest entropy measurement are then filtered out So that a 
revised coefficient Set is generated therefor. As a result, a 
Second plurality of coefficient Sets can be formed Such that 
the first plurality of coefficient sets differs from the second 
plurality of coefficient sets only by the revised coefficient 
Set. A new signal is formed by applying a wavelet packet 
reconstruction Scheme to the Second plurality of coefficient 
SetS. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The Sole figure is a Schematic diagram illustrating the 
wavelet-based method of the present invention as it relates 
to the removal of interference from GPS signals. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

Referring now to the Sole figure, the method of the present 
invention will be described as it relates to the reduction or 
removal of interference signals 100 that are received along 
with GPS signals 102 at an antenna 10. However, it is to be 
understood that the method of the present invention can be 
used to filter out interference mixed with any Single channel 
(e.g., cellular phone signals) or multiple channel (e.g., 
GLONASS satellite signals, code division multiple access 
(CDMA) signals, etc.) spread-spectrum signal. In general, 
the method of the present invention operates to eliminate 
interference occurring above the noise floor defined by the 
receiving environment. Thus, in terms of GPS signals 102, 
the present invention preserves the Signals at or below the 
noise floor because that is where the low-power GPS signals 
reside. 

Prior to performing the processing associated with the 
present method, GPS signals 102 corrupted by interference 
100 are translated to base-band by a down converter 12. For 
example, for P-code GPS having a base bandwidth of 20.46 
MHZ, analog-to-digital conversion rates must be 40.92 mega 
Samples per Second or higher. The resulting base-band 
Signals are then processed in accordance with the Steps 
contained within dashed-line box 14. 

At block 140, the base-band signals undergo wavelet 
packet decomposition. Wavelet Signal processing is a signal 
analysis tool in which the basis of analysis is a “wavelet', 
i.e., a waveform of effectively limited duration that has an 
average value of Zero. Briefly, in wavelet packet 
decomposition, a signal is filtered and downsampled to 
produce a plurality of wavelet decomposition levels with 
each such level being defined by a set of coefficients. By 
operating this way, wavelet analysis provides the tool 
needed to examine Small time-resolved portions of a signal. 
For a detail description of wavelet decomposition/ 
reconstruction and wavelets in general, See “Wavelets: A 
New Tool for Signal Analysis” by Michael Misitis, Yves 
Misiti, George Oppenhiem and Jean-Michel Poggi, The 
MathWork Inc., 1996, Chapter 1 in the Wavelet Toolbox 
User's Guide; and chapters 2, 4 and 5 of “Applied Wavelet 
Analysis with S-PLUS’ by Andrew Bruce and Hong-Ye 
Gao, Springer, Verlag, 1996. 
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The particular choice of wavelet packet decomposition 
Scheme is a function of the type of interference that is to be 
eliminated. For example, when interference 100 is dynamic 
in nature or exhibits uneven power distribution acroSS the 
bandwidth of interest (e.g., continuous wave (CW), CW 
Swept, chirped, pulsed, multi-tone or blinking, just to name 
a few) a good choice for the wavelet packet decomposition 
Scheme is the local cosine transform. Detail descriptions of 
the local cosine transform for both wavelet decomposition 
and reconstruction can be found in “Wavelets and Filter 
Banks” by Gilbert Strang, Wellesley-Cambridge Press, 
1996, p. 284, and “Wavelets and Subband Coding” by 
Martin Vetterli, Prentice-Hall Publishers, 1995, p. 289. 
Other well known wavelet packet decomposition/ 
reconstruction Schemes that could also be used include the 
Haar, Daubechies, biorthogonal, Coif lets, symlets, Morlet, 
Mexican hat and Meyer schemes. 
At block 142, the decomposition level having the best cost 

function, including the lowest entropy, is determined. It 
should be noted that cost function is a generic term. The 
S-Plus wavelet uses the following for its cost function: 
energy.. entropy, minimax linear risk and Stein's Unbiased 
Risk Estimate. 

To do this (i.e. process block 142), the coefficient set for 
each decomposition level is processed to generate an 
entropy measurement associated therewith. ASSuming no 
prior knowledge of the presence or type of interference, 
minimum entropy can be calculated dynamically to deter 
mine the best time-frequency Scale for operation. Once 
Selected, the calculation can be repeated as needed to adjust 
to changing interference. In comparing the entropy 
measurement, full wavelet decomposition (i.e., nominally 6 
levels) is required initially. Thereafter, only those levels 
before and after the minimum entropy level need be checked 
for minimum entropy. 

By way of example, one entropy measurement know as 
the Shanon entropy measurement is determined in accor 
dance with the relationship 

where p represents the coefficients associated with the i-th 
decomposition level and N is the number of coefficients in 
a level. 
The decomposition level of the GPS signal having the 

minimum entropy from step 142 is then filtered at step 144. 
More specifically, portions of the Signal at the minimum 
entropy decomposition level that are above the noise floor of 
the receiving environment are eliminated. To do this, GauS 
sian or other Statistical techniques can be used to detect 
interference above the noise floor. For example, using a 
Gaussian technique, three Standard deviations can be used as 
the threshold criteria. Then, the frequency bins which 
exceed the threshold are marked and Set equal to the 
envelope's median absolute deviation value. In other words, 
the power level of the interference above the noise floor is 
reduced to that of the statistical threshold level. As a result, 
a new coefficient Set is generated for the minimum-entropy 
decomposition level which will then be used in the wavelet 
packet reconstruction Step 146. 
At Step 146, the new coefficient Set generated at Step 144 

and the unchanged coefficient Sets generated at Step 140 are 
processed by a wavelet packet reconstruction Scheme. That 
is, the original minimum entropy coefficient Set determined 
at Step 142 is replaced with the new coefficient Set generated 
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4 
by filtering Step 144. Thus, the reconstructed Signal output 
from step 146 is not corrupted by interference 100. 
The wavelet packet reconstruction Scheme is typically the 

inverse of the decomposition scheme used in step 140 to 
minimize losses. Therefore, appropriate choices for the 
reconstruction Scheme include inverse transforms of the 
Schemes discussed above with respect to decomposition. 
The new signal(s) can then be processed normally. In terms 
of GPS signals 102, GPS correlation 16 and processing takes 
place after wavelet-based interference processing 14 due to 
the multiple channel nature of GPS. However, this is not 
necessary for Single channel spread-spectrum communica 
tion. 
The advantages of the present invention are numerous. 

The method eliminates dynamic interference and/or inter 
ference having uneven power distribution by operating in 
wavelet packet Space. Since GPS Signals are extremely weak 
Spread-spectrum Signals, their power level is well below 
(-20 dB) the noise floor. The spread-spectrum modulation 
effectively spreads the Signal originating from a narrow band 
acroSS the broad band So that interference above the noise 
floor can be detected. When interference Such as a Single 
continuous wave (CW) is above the noise, it is easily 
detected using thresholds based upon Gaussian or other well 
known Statistical methods. In wavelet packet Space, a single 
CW interference represents highly focused energy (i.e., low 
entropy) whereas the presence of many frequency distrib 
uted CW jammers increases the disorder (i.e., higher 
entropy). Since the entropy metric on a multi-resolution 
Scale is different, the objective is to choose the best time 
frequency trade Space based upon minimum entropy. In least 
entropy cases Such as highly-resolved CW tones, a very 
Small fraction of the Signal is extracted, which results in the 
best reconstruction. In high entropy cases Such as chirps, 
multiple jammers, noise-like interference, more of the Spec 
trum must be extracted. 
The present method can be used as Stand-alone technique 

or can be incorporated into existing receiver Systems. In 
terms of GPS, the present method can be used to comple 
ment or Supplement other anti-jam or interference removal 
Systems/Schemes. That is, the present method is modular in 
nature and could be utilized with a variety of anti 
interference or jamming antenna concepts Such as croSS 
polar antennas, CRPA's, fixed radiation pattern antennas 
(FRPA), and beam forming schemes. 

Thus, although the invention has been described relative 
to a specific embodiment thereof, there are numerous varia 
tions and modifications that will be readily apparent to those 
skilled in the art in light of the above teachings. It is 
therefore to be understood that, within the scope of the 
appended claims, the invention may be practiced other than 
as Specifically described. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method of filtering out interference from a spread 

Spectrum Signal, comprising the Steps of 
applying a wavelet packet decomposition Scheme to a 

Spread-spectrum Signal having a known noise floor 
wherein a first plurality of coefficient Sets are 
generated, each of Said first plurality of coefficient Sets 
corresponding to a unique wavelet decomposition 
level; 

determining an entropy measurement for each Said wave 
let decomposition level using a corresponding one of 
Said first plurality of coefficient Sets; 

filtering out portions of Said spread-spectrum Signal 
occurring above Said known noise floor for said wave 
let decomposition level having the lowest Said entropy 
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measurement wherein a revised coefficient Set is gen 
erated for Said wavelet decomposition level having the 
lowest Said entropy measurement, and wherein a Sec 
ond plurality of coefficient Sets is formed Such that Said 
first plurality of coefficient sets differs from said second 
plurality of coefficient sets only by said revised coef 
ficient Set, and 

forming a new Signal by applying a wavelet packet 
reconstruction Scheme to Said Second plurality of coef 
ficient Sets. 

2. A method according to claim 1 wherein Said wavelet 
packet decomposition Scheme is Selected from the group 
consisting of local cosine, Haar, Daubechies, biorthogonal, 
Coiflets, symlets, Morlet, Mexican hat and Meyer wavelet 
packet decomposition Schemes. 

3. A method according to claim 1 wherein Said wavelet 
packet reconstruction Scheme is Selected from the group 
consisting of local cosine, Haar, Daubechies, biorthogonal, 
Coiflets, symlets, Morlet, Mexican hat and Meyer wavelet 
packet reconstruction Schemes. 

4. A method according to claim 1 wherein Said wavelet 
packet decomposition Scheme and Said wavelet packet 
reconstruction Scheme have the Same wavelet basis. 

5. A method according to claim 1 wherein Said Step of 
filtering out comprises the Steps of: 

Selecting a threshold signal level; and 
reducing Said portions of Said spread-spectrum signal to 

Said threshold Signal level. 
6. A method according to claim 5 wherein Said Step of 

Selecting comprises the Step of applying Statistical criteria. 
7. A method of filtering out interference from a spread 

Spectrum Signal, comprising the Steps of 
translating a spread-spectrum signal having a known 

noise floor to based-band; 
applying a wavelet packet decomposition Scheme to Said 

translated spread-spectrum signal wherein a first plu 
rality of coefficient Sets are generated, each of Said first 
plurality of coefficient Sets corresponding to a unique 
wavelet decomposition level; 

determining an entropy measurement for each said wave 
let decomposition level using a corresponding one of 
Said first plurality of coefficient Sets; 

filtering out portions of Said translated Spread-spectrum 
Signal occurring above Said known noise floor for Said 
wavelet decomposition level having the lowest Said 
entropy measurement wherein a revised coefficient Set 
is generated for Said wavelet decomposition level hav 
ing the lowest Said entropy measurement, and wherein 
a Second plurality of coefficient Sets is formed Such that 
said first plurality of coefficient sets differs from said 
Second plurality of coefficient Sets only by Said revised 
coefficient Set, and 

forming a new Signal by applying a wavelet packet 
reconstruction Scheme to Said Second plurality of coef 
ficient Sets. 

8. A method according to claim 7 wherein said wavelet 
packet decomposition Scheme is Selected from the group 
consisting of local cosine, Haar, Daubechies, biorthogonal, 
Coiflets, symlets, Morlet, Mexican hat and Meyer wavelet 
packet decomposition Schemes. 

9. A method according to claim 7 wherein said wavelet 
packet reconstruction Scheme is Selected from the group 
consisting of local cosine, Haar, Daubechies, biorthogonal, 
Coiflets, symlets, Morlet, Mexican hat and Meyer wavelet 
packet reconstruction Schemes. 
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10. A method according to claim 7 wherein said wavelet 

packet decomposition Scheme and Said wavelet packet 
reconstruction Scheme have the same wavelet basis. 

11. A method according to claim 7 wherein said step of 
filtering out comprises the Steps of: 

Selecting a threshold signal level; and 
reducing Said portions of Said translated Spread-spectrum 

Signal to Said threshold Signal level. 
12. A method according to claim 11 wherein Said Step of 

Selecting comprises the Step of applying Statistical criteria. 
13. A method of filtering out interference from GPS 

Signals occurring below a known noise floor, comprising the 
Steps of 

translating GPS Signals to based-band; 
applying a wavelet packet decomposition Scheme to Said 

base-band GPS signals wherein a first plurality of 
coefficient Sets are generated, each of Said first plurality 
of coefficient Sets corresponding to a unique wavelet 
decomposition level; 

determining an entropy measurement for each Said wave 
let decomposition level using a corresponding one of 
Said first plurality of coefficient Sets; 

filtering out portions of said base-band GPS signals 
occurring above Said known noise floor for said wave 
let decomposition level having the lowest Said entropy 
measurement wherein a revised coefficient Set is gen 
erated for Said wavelet decomposition level having the 
lowest Said entropy measurement, and wherein a Sec 
ond plurality of coefficient Sets is formed Such that Said 
first plurality of coefficient sets differs from said second 
plurality of coefficient sets only by said revised coef 
ficient Set, and 

forming new signals by applying a wavelet packet recon 
Struction Scheme to Said Second plurality of coefficient 
Sets, wherein Said new Signals are formed prior to GPS 
correlation. 

14. A method according to claim 13 wherein said wavelet 
packet decomposition Scheme is Selected from the group 
consisting of local cosine, Haar, Daubechies, biorthogonal, 
Coiflets, symlets, Morlet, Mexican hat and Meyer wavelet 
packet decomposition Schemes. 

15. A method according to claim 13 wherein said wavelet 
packet reconstruction Scheme is Selected from the group 
consisting of local cosine, Haar, Daubechies, biorthogonal, 
Coiflets, symlets, Morlet, Mexican hat and Meyer wavelet 
packet reconstruction Schemes. 

16. A method according to claim 13 wherein said wavelet 
packet decomposition Scheme and Said wavelet packet 
reconstruction Scheme have the same wavelet basis. 

17. A method according to claim 13 wherein said step of 
filtering out comprises the Steps of: 

Selecting a threshold signal level; and 
reducing Said portions of Said base-band GPS Signals to 

Said threshold Signal level. 
18. A method according to claim 17 wherein said step of 

Selecting comprises the Step of applying Statistical criteria. 
19. A method according to claim 13 wherein, when the 

interference includes continuous wave, continuous wave 
Swept, chirped, pulsed, multi-tone or blinking types of 
interference, Said wavelet decomposition Scheme is local 
cosine. 

20. A method according to claim 19 wherein said wavelet 
packet reconstruction Scheme is local cosine. 

k k k k k 
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